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Abstract

Sham self-employment reduces employer liability, limits workers' rights and cuts tax revenues. This article considers the restrictions on contractual freedom in the context of employment contracts, focusing on sham self-employment. The parol evidence and signature rules are examined in detail, assessing that over time the strength of these contractual principles has been eroded by judicial decisions about the nature of employment contracts. I then turn to the public policy considerations of sham self-employment including the protection of vulnerable workers from economic duress and the collection of taxes. The need to balance contractual liberties with public protection leads me to a proposal for the introduction of a further stage in contractual relations. This would entail an explanation and summary of the terms by the dominant party in order to help address the unequal bargaining powers ubiquitous in employment relationships. Furthermore, I recommend that a contract of employment should be presumed into a work contract, so as to provide further safeguards for the public whilst not unduly restricting the sanctity of contractual freedom.

I. Introduction

'A contract of employment is...radically different from a contract to purchase a chocolate bar,' but there is much controversy over the extent to which contract orthodoxy should apply in the context of a contract of employment, particularly as regards 'sham' self-employment. This essay will examine what sham self-employment entails and how it interacts with established principles of contract law, such as the parol evidence rule and the signature rule.

1 Ewan McKendrick, Contract Law (8th edn Palgrave Macmillan, Kilbride 2009)
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The discussion will also consider the development of contractual principles in the context of employment and public policy. This will be done with a view to proposing some measures to maintain a delicate equilibrium between freedom of contract and the protection of employees.

II. Sham Contracts Defined

In order to assess the optimum scope of contract law in employment status, it is first necessary to investigate what is meant by sham self-employment. Sham contracts were defined by Lord Diplock in *Snook v London & West Riding Investment Ltd*[^2] as those contracts whose terms were 'different from the actual legal rights and obligations (if any) which the parties intend to create.'[^3] That is to say, a sham contract exists where the written agreement does not accurately reflect the de facto agreement made between two (or more) parties. Therefore it can be seen that the concept of a sham contract is a well-established principle of contract law.

This principle was expressly extended in the sphere of sham self-employment where it was held that the terms must reflect the reality of the situation 'not only at the inception of the contract but...as time goes by.'[^4] As a result, the present definition of a sham contract differs in employment law from traditional contract orthodoxy. As far as contract law is concerned, the parties must intend a contract to be a sham from the outset for it to be classified as such.[^5] A further difference in definition is that in contract law, 'all the parties...[to a contract] must have a common intention'[^6] to deceive the courts or a third party as to their true intentions, whereas in the context of employment it is

[^3]: (n 2) 803.
[^6]: (n 2) 802.
more often the case that the weaker party ‘may be the victim of the deceit himself.’ This reflects the disparity between a commercial contract (where it is in the interests of both parties that the contract reflects the true agreement) and an employment contract (where there is greater inequality of bargaining power), which justifies the difference between the definitions.

III. Parol Evidence Rule

Where an agreement between two parties has been committed to writing as a contract, it is a general presumption of contract law that the terms contained therein are the only terms to be considered in interpreting the contract as it is ‘intended by the parties to constitute the whole agreement.’ This literal approach is the traditional means by which the terms of a contract are interpreted. Its primary advantage is that the boundaries of investigation are clearly laid out and thus anything that lies outside of them can be dismissed without consideration. Whilst this leads to greater certainty in the contracting process, a number of concerns have been raised about it as an approach in a contemporary context. Firstly, employment contracts are typically drafted by employers with ‘armies of lawyers,’ allowing them to exclude a number of terms without the knowledge of the other party. Secondly, the principle has been weakened by the growing number of exceptions to its application and thirdly, the contents of documents may bear little relationship to the practice of a particular employment relationship. Therefore, it would seem inappropriate to
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apply the rule strictly when 'a strong employer can easily impose a contract'\textsuperscript{13} on unfavourable terms.

This judicial move towards a more purposive interpretive approach has largely been driven by the proliferation of sham terms in written documents, particularly in employment\textsuperscript{14} where the 'relative bargaining power of the parties'\textsuperscript{15} plays a pivotal role in contract negotiations. However, the Courts have at times been at pains to state that they do not 'seek to recast the contracts'\textsuperscript{16} but rather discover 'what the actual legal obligations in the employment contract were.'\textsuperscript{17} This includes bogus substitution clauses, often inserted to seek to avoid employment status being declared by the Courts.\textsuperscript{18} In a number of cases there has been an express term in a contract to the effect that an individual need not perform the work themselves, in an attempt to circumvent the requirement of personal service which is necessary for a contract of employment.\textsuperscript{19} Whilst cynical uses of these substitution clauses in an attempt to escape employer liability may be struck down,\textsuperscript{20} the simple fact that a right to substitution was not exercised is not enough to render it a sham.\textsuperscript{21}

This can be seen as the Courts attempting to tread a delicate line between established contract law principles on the one hand and the need to protect workers on the other. However, the relaxation of the parol evidence rule, with the increased adoption of the purposive approach of contract
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interpretation is open to attack as 'words on a page provide order'\(^{22}\) whereas permitting other evidence to be included creates uncertainty and undermines predictability.\(^ {23}\) As a result, whilst Courts should take account of 'the reality of the relationship,'\(^ {24}\) further erosion of the parol evidence principle would be detrimental to employers and workers alike. Nevertheless, it is clear that such a stance remains tenable only whilst the increasing formalism of employment relationships continues; for example, through 'the proliferation of standard form employment contracts.'\(^ {25}\)

**IV. Signature Rule**

The signature rule holds that when a document has been signed, 'the party signing it is bound'\(^ {26}\) by the terms expressed therein. Whilst a contract of employment is often made orally, sham self-employment contracts are typically committed to writing in an attempt to shore up their legal weight. A major issue with a strict application of this rule is that often an individual will have little understanding of the document they are signing, particularly the implications of being classified as self-employed. This can be demonstrated by evidence from a survey that showed that the majority of homeworkers who were classed as self-employed did not realise the tax advantages of their position and as such were 'doubly disadvantaged.'\(^ {27}\) From this, it would seem unjust to permit this contract law principle to penetrate into the sphere of employment contracts beyond what could reasonably have been understood by the workers. However, that in itself
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could raise further problems, given the high proportion of sham self-employed migrant workers whose grasp of English is likely to be limited.  

Furthermore, since the signature rule 'underpins the whole of commercial life,' it 'must be presumed that the parties realised the importance of the written document.' Nonetheless, it would be remiss to dismiss the problem entirely. The principle issue lies in the lack of understanding of the terms of the contract. This allows unscrupulous companies to take advantage of vulnerable workers. As such, two potential paths present themselves for ensuring that the sanctity of contract is protected whilst also providing an adequate level of cover for workers. The first option would be to permit the use of the non est factum defence in a wider range of employment cases. This defence voids a signed contract where a signatory 'has not brought a consenting mind' to the bargain due to lack of comprehension, particularly illiteracy. Whilst this defence has been given a narrow definition in cases such as *Saunders v Anglia Building Society,* this has largely been due to the need to protect innocent third parties. However, sham employment contracts are typically bilateral agreements and therefore such objections are less persuasive. Nevertheless, this route would not be ideal as it would merely render a contract void and thus if this defence were to be expanded then there would need to be changes made so as to only void the written document and not the contract itself. Instead the Courts could use 'subsequent conduct evidence' to infer the actual contract.
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Another, more appealing, option would be to maintain the contractual principles of offer and acceptance for employment contracts but with an additional requirement of explanation. For many workers there is a 'considerable disjuncture between what someone thinks their status is and what it actually is.'\(^{34}\) Often, workers will be induced into signing up as self-employed but are 'never...told what that means.'\(^{35}\) This could be remedied rather simply by requiring that, in the context of contracts relating to work, the dominant party be obliged to provide an explanation of the salient terms such that a reasonable layperson could understand them.

This could be, for example, a summary at the start of the written contract, clearly explaining the terms of the working relationship. Whilst there are many proponents of the view that 'parties should...be free to contract as they see fit,'\(^{36}\) this proposal does not undermine the freedom to contract but merely enshrines a more equal understanding of the terms of the agreement, thereby ensuring protection for the vulnerable party. This summary would not vary the terms, though if there were disparity then the summary would take precedence and *contra preferentum* be applied. Moreover, this proposal is not such a divergence from contract law orthodoxy as might be assumed; it has long been established that 'the basic aim of contract law...is to deter people from behaving opportunistically toward their contracting parties.'\(^{37}\) Therefore this proposal can be seen not as a revolutionary change but rather a natural progression of orthodox contractual principles in a contemporary context. There would remain an element of uncertainty as to
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which are the ‘salient terms’ but this is a concept that could be developed judicially.

V. Public Policy

Despite the statement of Gibson LJ that ‘public policy has nothing to say’ about sham self-employment relationships, there are ‘huge implications’ in terms of the protection of vulnerable people, avoidance of legislative duties, and tax. These issues will be dealt with in turn, firstly in the context of unwanted sham contracts, forced on the worker by a party seeking to avoid employer liability, and secondly in terms of mutual shams, where both parties wish to avoid employee status being established.

A. Unwanted Shams

The ‘fundamental problem’ of resting employment rights on a contract is that it potentially excludes a large proportion of the workforce from statutory protection. Whilst the Employment Rights Act 1996 voids any clause in an employment contract which excludes or limits protection under the Act, it does nothing to void a sham contract which is falsely set up as that of a self-employed contractor. As such, if contractual freedom were allowed to apply unfettered, many vulnerable people for whom Parliament had intended to provide protection would suffer a detriment. Indeed, they are likely to suffer not only financially and with less protection from unjust treatment, but also ‘sites using bogus self-employment have a higher rate of injuries and fatalities.’ As a result there is a clear public interest here in ensuring that people are not only afforded the correct label in law but also in practice, so as to encourage further training.

38 Calder v Kitson, Vickers and Sons Ltd [1988] ICR 232, 250.
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and better safety provisions. In this context it can be seen that some limitations on orthodox contract principles are necessary to prevent them being a ‘barrier to effective employment protection’.

Whilst there are those who argue that the law should not be about providing ‘material justice,’ unconscionability is a well-established feature of contract law and as such, it does not require a great divergence from established contractual principles (despite the claims of some academics who see freedom of contract and employment protection as almost mutually exclusive concepts). Therefore, whilst it is necessary for the Courts to take a more interventionist approach to provide adequate cover for workers, this is not to say that orthodox contractual principles must be disregarded.

B. Mutual Shams

Mutual shams are where, far from being taken advantage of by an unscrupulous employer, a would-be employee seeks to declare him or herself as self-employed. There are two primary motivations for this: tax and terms. An employer who will not be liable for a worker and is not limited by unfair dismissal laws for example, will be more willing to offer more favourable terms to a worker. Here it can be seen that there is a trade-off between rights and resources. By declaring themself to be self-employed, workers may be able to ensure a greater rate of return for their work; however, this short-term gain carries high risk potential, due to the potential costs of any injuries sustained and the lack of job security. Nonetheless, if a worker should wish to assume those risks, there is little persuasive reasoning

44 Engblom (n 36) 217.
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why they should not be free to do so, despite the ‘constant erosion’ of the freedom to contract.

Where public policy is more concerned however is in the tax implications of sham self-employment. Whilst the Courts have generally been persuaded to intervene in a contract where everything but the label has suggested a contract of employment and there has been an element of unequal bargaining power, they have been less willing to do so when both parties have applied the label of self-employment willingly. In *Massey v Crown Life Insurance*,\(^48\) where an employee had arranged a new contract so as to become self-employed for tax purposes, this label was held to be valid despite many indications that the claimant was working under a contract of employment. This judgment is troubling since it essentially permits the employer/employee relationship to be changed simply for the purpose of avoiding tax, a difficult position to justify. It would seem from a public policy point of view that whilst changing the employment status to redistribute the risks and rewards can be justified under freedom of contract, tax avoidance here seeks merely to harm a third party and therefore cannot be justified.

**VI. Conclusion**

Whilst there are many who advocate a simpler relationship between contract and employment law,\(^49\) such a position cannot be easily established. It is submitted that if an employment relationship were presumed into most contracts relating to work,\(^50\) then the bulk of orthodox contractual principles could be applied with little restraint. This is because the Courts could consider the nature of the contract, rather than its written form. If the parties wished to
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refute the *prima facie* employment relationship then the onus would be on them to do so. Therefore, contractual liberty could be preserved whilst also ensuring that any negative impact upon workers would have to be expressed in unambiguous, certain terms. However, due to the great inequality of bargaining power (and the economic duress to which this amounts) it is important that the effects of contract law principles are limited. The introduction of a requirement to explain the terms of an offer before it can be accepted would be a move towards ensuring the long-standing principles of contractual freedom are upheld whilst also maintaining an adequate level of protection for vulnerable members of the workforce.
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